Zombie Outbreak Briefing: TOP SECRET
Dear Zombie Outbreak Response Team:
As you know, Canada is in the midst of a zombie apocalypse.
Zombies attacks are ongoing in all Canadian regions, and are
especially common in urban centres, such as cities and towns. As
survivors and disaster mitigation experts in your region, we need you
to put a plan in place to help your region survive the apocalypse and,
one day, rebuild this country.
You will need to learn as much as you can about your region in
order to come up with a plan. Using textbooks and other sources, you
will need to gather information about:
● Your geographical region of Canada
● The natural resources of your region
● The lakes, rivers and bodies of water in your region
● The ways people have lived in the past and present in your
region
You will use this information to make a plan for how your region
will survive the zombie apocalypse by meeting the basic needs of human
beings (food, water, air, shelter) and rebuild society by additionally
considering the cultural characteristics of the area.
If you rely on a resource to be shipped in from another region
(oil, fresh water, wood), you will NOT be able to access it until the
zombie outbreak has ended. You will need to use the resources at hand.
Top-Secret Envelopes
By now, you will have received a top-secret envelope which
contains everything you need to begin your important survival work. It
includes:
● Maps of Canada (one per person)
● A map showing where your region is located in Canada
● Your first assignment
● Information on zombie strengths and weaknesses (one per
person)
● A survivor tracking sheet (one per group)
● Vocabulary sheets (one per person)
● A duotang to keep track of notes and progress

●

A checklist to keep track of your work (one per person)

Survivor Points
Each group starts out with 50 survivors in their settlement.
Based on how you work as a team, how you do on mini-challenges, and
other factors (classroom upkeep, helping one another, managing your
time, etc) you may be awarded more survivors - or you might lose some!
You will keep track of your survivors on your Survivor Tracking Sheet.
Central Command (Ms. Evans and Mrs. Adair) will also keep track. At
the end of the zombie apocalypse, the team with the most survivors
will win a prize.
Mini-Challenges
As the outbreak progresses, we will air-drop you new information
and assignments. Once per week your team will participate in a
Canada-wide challenge via satellite video phone. Winners of the
challenge will be awarded extra survivors.
Survival Plan
In the end, you will need to use everything you have learned
about your region to create a visual presentation detailing how you
will survive in your region. You will present this plan to the rest of
the surviving groups. You will receive more detail on this via
airdropped information packet later.

Good luck, survivors!

